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What is it ?

- MSc (CdLM)“Applied Experimental Psychological 
Sciences” (LM-51). First cycle 2017-18.

- Distinctive and unique
- Provide advanced theoretical knowledge in psychological 

sciences and advanced research and methodological 
transferable skills

- Foster application of these skills in a range of public as 
well as private domains

- What is psychological science?



What is Psychological Science?
- “Psychology is the scientific study of people, the mind and behavior. It is both a 

thriving academic discipline and a vital professional practice.” (British 
Psychological Society)

• “The scientific study of the behavior of individuals and their mental processes.”
(American Psychological Association)

• “As a science, psychology is the study of the human mind and its wide-ranging 
functions and influences. Psychological research advances our understanding of 
human emotion, personality, intelligence, memory, perception, cognition, 
attention, and motivation, as well as the biological processes that drive these 
human functions and behaviours.” (Australian Psychological Society)

• “The practice of psychology involves more than the clinical treatment of mental 
illness. Although the media may perpetuate the view that all psychologists are 
healthcare professionals, or specialists who deal with deviant or non-normal 
behaviors, the majority of psychologists study and practice in diverse areas of 
human functioning other than clinical psychology. Psychology is the scientific 
study of human thought and behavior, all human behavior. It is a science with 
the same rigorous research standards as physics, chemistry, or biology.”



Simple messagge using the principle of reciprocity
led to an increase of organs donors in UK
(estimated +100.000 in a year)   

What it means to apply psychological knowledge?



Simple messagge using the principle of descriptive 
and injunctive social norms led to a decrease in 
household electricity consumption (-1.2 Kwh per day)

Another example 



leading to an applied development



and another applied example



and another couple of examples



and yet another couple of examples...

And there are many more examples in different areas 
(cognitive neuroscience, cognitive psychology, 
developmental psychology, clinical psychology, social 
psychology, consumer psychology, and so on…)



To do research and apply it one needs to know the 
research methods…



How it works ?

- Entirely in English

- Emphasis on transferrable methodological skills

- Integration between basic and applied knowledge

- Generality (1st year) with specificity (elective choices 
in 2nd year + stage and dissertation) and flexibility 
(methodological labs) 



Teaching plan

1st year (64 CFU)
- 6 courses (48 CFU)
- 2 Research Methods labs (8 CFU)
- 1 elective course (8 CFU)

2nd year (56 CFU)
- 3 elective courses (24 CFU)
- 2 Transferrable research skills labs (8 CFU)
- Stage and Dissertation (24 CFU)



First year



First year



Second year



Second year



Second year



Why ?
- Unique in Italy and cutting-edge in Europe
- Entirely in English
- Occupability in private and public sector

(as experts in applying psychological 
knowledge)

- Recent international trend
- In one of the top Departments of Psychology 

in Italy (Dipartimenti di Eccellenza) with a 
plan to develop research and teaching in 
Virtual Reality and Human-Technology 
interactions and applications



How: Application
- Applications are now open until 15th April!
- Eligibility: B2 in English and 88 CFU (or equivalent) 

in psychological topics (or a BA/BSc in Psychology, 
acquired or expected by 31st October)

- Evaluated: reference letters (up to 2), CV, 
motivational letter

- Up to 60 students: 
10 places reserved to Extra-EU students
50 places for EU students (incuding Italian)

- Ranking list of pre-admission known by first week of 
May

- Enrolment (immatricolazione) from 3th June til 6th

August 



Interested ?

- More information at 
https://www.unimib.it/unimib-
international/bachelor-and-masters/applied-
experimental-psychological-sciences-aeps

- Application page with procedural details at
https://www.psicologia.unimib.it/it/news/psycho
logy-call-application-applied-experimental-
psychological-sciences-has-been-published


